
Abstract
Term military genius requires development of intelligent powers and courage. Later consists of the types 
physical or courage in presence of danger and moral courage. Firmness is resistance against single 
blow. War is its literal meaning �ighting. Initial task of 11 Corps enter to secure East bank of Icchogil. 
Surprise was keystone a true genius of Dhillon’s plan. Infantry division under Maj. Gen. H.H. Sibbal 
achieved success. Spectacular gains came from G.T. Road. Of 54 Brigade had two Jat units. There were 
spectacular shows of highest military virtues and Genius. Various works were studied as e-book matter 
and various books on 1965 and 1971 war with Pakistan.
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Introduction
Special calling in life followed with success it 
required peculiar quali�ication of understanding 
and soul, having it can be termed genius. Courage 
and qualities of mind can be part of what it is 
called military genius. 
Term military genius required development of 
intelligent powers and courage. Later consists 
of the types physical or courage in presence of 
danger and moral courage of courage before 
responsibilities. Courage can be of indifference 
to danger. Secondly courage may proceed from 
positive motives as patriotism and enthusiasm. 
Intellect can be from inner light which leads to 
truth. Other in resolution by an act of courage in 
single instance. Intellect calls forth resolution. 
There are four elements as was as danger, physical 
effort, uncertainty and chance. An of�icers’ Thirst 
for honour and renown is a noble feeling. 
Firmness is resistance against single blow while 
staunchness is against to continuance blows. 
Obstinacy is resistance against better judgment. 

Chief of an army must make homilies families 
with general geographical features and have 
sense of locality.
War is its literal meaning �ighting. We can be 
critical of how the things have occurred. Firstly 
in historic research, secondly testing of effects to 
caused, thirdly testing of means employed.
The blows of our formations must be in same 
direction. This is true for our own formation in 
Sindh, Rajasthan and Punjab Sector.
Reserve has �ind objective as prolongation and 
renewal of the combat, to be used when the 
unforeseen event. 
Strategic acts are linked to the tactical in defence 
of certain obstacles as rivers / hills etc. This can 
be employed as we can study this in relation to 
our defence in Ravi, Sutlej and Indira Gandhi 
Canal area. If Pakistan, preempts our own 
formation to cross Ravi / Sutlej / IGNP. In this 
situation strategic reserve comes to play. 
Flank or rear attacks have more favourable effect. 
If Indian spearheads approaches Bahawalpur, 
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Hyderabad we have to be careful for such a 
situation. If a division of army is cult off and it 
seeks to body or army.
It is rule in war if our own force traps enemies 
one to surround him if force to one attack him, if 
tusks divide army in that, if equally matched offer 
battle if inferior in numbers avoid battle. 
General will succeeds who knows how to handle 
superior / inferior force or to handle them of 
passes his enthusiasm to all ranks. 
A General is skill full in attack whereas opponent 
does not know what to defend or vis-à-vis an 
attack must aim at enemies weak points. 

1965 WAR
11 Corps of Indian Army was assigned area from 
Babadera Nanak to Sutlej initial task of 11 Corps 
enter to secure East bank of Icchogil canal and 
establish bridgehead on canal. Surprise was 
keystone a true genius of Dhillon’s plan which 
was achieved. In south 4 mountain division 
under Major Gen. Gurbabrh Singh launched 
on Khemkaran - Kasur axis took all objectives. 
Further north of Infantry division under Maj. 
Gen. H.H. Sibbal achieved success. Spectacular 
gains came from G.T. Road where a battalion 
of 15th Inf. Div. crossed Ichhogil canal another 
Battalion from this div. reached rail road bridge 
over canal near Bhasin Dhilwan North of Dograi. 
Another success was capture of Bridge near Ravi 
near Dera Baba Nanak. 
Of 54 Brigade had two Jat units as 1 and 3 Jat Of 
Jat Regiment under Lt. Col. Desmond E Hayde 
achieved success and the 3 Jat reached its 
objective. It was further argued that one Troop 
of tank would move into support of Jats. Despite 
enemy artillery shelling Jats stormed sat back of 
Dograi and East bank of Ichhogil canal. Rather 
than remain under �ire Hayde decided to go 
across. 
There were spectacular shows of highest military 
virtues and Genius.
7th Division - 6-11 Sept.
7 Divisions plan was for a battalion group from 
Brigade to secure Bedian bridge on 1800 hrs on 

6th Sept. for a battalion group 17 Rajputana task 
of capturing barki was assigned to 45 Brigade.
The Division cleared border past in pre-down 
operation.
Guards were assigned task of taking Nurpur 
which they did and struck north to cut off enemy. 
At this juncture Lt. Gen. Dhillon ordered 
commander of 7th Div. to use armours at night 
which was done at Dera Baba Nanak. This extend 
brigade holdings. 
16 Punjab were to pass through the east captured 
by 4 Sikhs and go for the bridge on Ichhogil canal. 
Attack on Barki commenced 1930 hours Sikhs 
cleared pill boxes one by one at 1048 hours barks 
were in Indian hands.
4 Mountain division was given task of capturing 
sector south of Bedian. The division was weak in 
anti tank weapon having only 4 Recoilless guns 
per battalion. The division was strong in artillery 
having four regiments of artillery. Kasur lies 6 km 
west of Khemkaran - Sutlej �lowed 12 km south 
of Khemkaran. Pakistan defence in this sector 
were strong. The division was in �irst phase 62 
Brigade to capture bridge on Rohil nalla. The 
Brigade also was to form a stout Base to south 
west of Khemkaran and was given Deccan Horse 
for this end.
9 J and K Ri�les succeeded in taking near bund on 
Rohinalla. 
About �ive km north of Khemkaran Amritsar 
highway via Bhibundwala is located town of 
Asal Uttar. 4 Grenadines, 18 Rajputana Ri�les, 49 
Gorkha and 9 J&K Ri�les were deployed between 
Asal Uttar and Deccan horse was to cover 
withdrawal of Infantry. 
Against this backdrop on 8 September came 
Pakistan’s only major offensive. The assault force 
for the grand offensive composed of Pakistan 1st

Armoured division under Maj. Gen. Nares Ahmad 
Khan and 11 Infantry divisions. Armoured 
division had Three brigades of M 43/46 P and 
H 29 Chaffe While 11 Inf. Div. had two Brigade 
division with 1st Armoured Brigade were to 
sweep three pronged thirst to reach GT Road. 
The bridge over Sutlej at Harike and Beas Bridge.
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However Pakistanis remained inactive for 24 
hours and this gave 4 Division time to �lood the 
area by breaching area east of Rohinalla on 830 
hours as 8th Pakistan chaffe attacked without 
regard for Indian artillery and come with 
Khemkaran Bhikiarnd area till they were 500 
kms away from Deccan Harike. The Deccan horse 
candidly used cover of sugarcane crops. 
Pakistanis launched their main attack. Gorkha 
positions were overrun a diversion move 
engaged 4 Grenadiers. Enemy overran portions 
of 18 Rajputana Ri�les. At this point 3 Cavalry 
from 2nd Armoured division Intervened. At this 
time �irst contact between Centurion and Patton 
took place at Five Patton and one chaffe was 
knocked out. 
The battle of guts and grits ensured. Whole of 
2nd Independent brigade was placed under 
4 Divisions and Brigades Theoraj who moved 
armour to Bhikhiwind and he deployed armour 
in an area formation on 8/9 September saw all-
out assault and Pakistan armour attacked 4 Raj. 
Ri�les from three sides. 
Recoilless guns engaged the enemy as 18 Raj. 
Ri�les was determined to hold the ground under 
Col. Raghubir Singh.
Brigadier Theoraj on 10 September redeployed 
his armour. He pushed out light AMX and lured 
enemy to killing grounds of Centurions on 
daybreak enemy fell in the trap. 
Abdul Hamid got Param Vir Chakra by destroying 
4 enemy tanks.
The out�lanking move failed Pakistanis attacked 
head long to Sickle formation Centurions 
Pakistanis attacked in direction of Patti. That 
evening but Brigade held ground.
That the 54 Brigades was able to take Dognai 
because of superhero know of Lt. Col. Hyde and 
Brigadier Niranjan. He brought fresh enthusiasm 
in troops. He went everywhere to look at enemy 
positions. 
The ferocity of attack of 3 Jat was exemplary or 
shown-by Havaldar Randhir Singh who despite 
hit by a grenade he crawled and silenced the 
bunkers.

Eastern edge of Dograi war assigned to Major S.R. 
Tyagi who received bullet wounds but he crawled 
on and led his men to company objectives. Attack 
went on when enemy tank crew was about and 
two of them were taken intact. Tyagi at this 
juncture bayoneted a Pakistani Major.
North of GT Road Hayde, East of GT Road Hayde 
and sent for a medium machine and recoilless 
gun to strike enemy and there was a successful 
move.
An hour later enemy tanks appeared and Jat 
recoilless guns shot four of them. 
With Dograi in Indian hands Hayde asked for 
reinforcement and two companies of Dogra 
joined him. The �irst Infantry counter attack 
came and enemy was barely two hundred meter 
away. They were replied by Subedar Sube Singh. 
The I Corps was newly created which had 1 
Armoured division under Major Gen. Rajinder 
Singh, 6 Mountain division under Major Gen. SK 
Koirala, 14 Infantry division under Maj. Gen. R.H. 
Ranjeet Singh and 26 Infantry division Major Gen. 
M.L. Thapian. The corps task was to cult off Sialkot 
from Lahore with 6 and 26 Infantry divisions to 
secure the �lanks of Main Advance former by 
seizing Maharaj ke and Charwa by capturing 
Anula and Bajra garhi, The plan was a genius and 
by evening of 10 September order wise issued for 
attack on Phillorra. Enemy had two Regiments of 
armour and battle that developed was biggest 
tan engagement since second world war. 25 km 
from Sialkot Phillora stands at juncture of two 
main roads Sialkot road and Pasrur Sabazpir 
road. The division commander choose the more 
dif�icult approach by way of Rurki Khurd and 
Rurni Khurd and Rurki Kalan achieved success 4 
and 17 Hours were to lead and tarried brigade 
was to follow. 
Battle by a 0600 hrs. on 11 September Pakistan 
made small uncoordinated attack with armours. 
In brief account it is not possible to describe 
the money acts of gallantry that contributed 
to success at Phillora. As at on one instance Lt. 
Col. A.B. Tarapore of 17 Horse was noteworthy 
his regiment dominated battle�ield throughout 
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action he lead his regiment when wounded 
he refused to be evacuated till end. Though 
injured at Phillore Tarapore led his regiment 
at Wazirwali Jasaran and Butus Degnandi even 
after his tank was hit several times. Under his 
leadership 17 Horse look a heavy toll of enemy 
nearly 60 Pakistani Tanks were destroyed at a 
loss of 9 of their own for this he was awarded 
Param Vir Chakra. Artillary was placed and all 
armoured division was to play supporting role. 
35 Brigade under brigadier J.S. Mahendra which 
used 20 Rajputana rejoined from lorried Brigade, 
Rajputs rare to rose to occasion and completed 
their mission on midnight of 18/19 September. 
1971 War
Lt. Gen. Chandeth was responsible for Western 
Command Area from Anupgarh to Derababa 
Nanak was responsibility of 11 Corps under 11 
Corps under Lt. General N.C. Rowlley. This corps 
had three division as 15, 7 and one independent 
armoured division. 
Pakistan had advantage of choosing time and 
place of attack. Indian aims was to draw out 
Pakistanis reserve formation to extent that it will 
not be able to launch any more offensive. To this 
end operation were planned -
(i) An advance to Shakargarh bulge by 1 Corps 

with view to capture Zafarwal and Narowal. 
And to river Marala-Ravi link canal Degh 
Nad’s and later Parsur.

(ii) Two pronged move by 15 Corps with 10 
Infantry divisions advancing North to 
Chenab and 26 Div. advancing south to That 
river to threaten Sialkot. 

(iii) A Feint towards Gurla Subba Singh
The rest of Western command was to maintains 
posture of offensive defence. 
Gen. H.H. Singh Goc I Corps Lt. Gen. Chandet 
and the corps operation area was Flat except 
for foothill in North the major river in area was 
Ravi, to in west �lowed several minor rivers as 
Ujh, Bein, Karin, Barantar, Degh Nadi all of these 
�lows into Pakistan. Pakistan I Corps held the 
area. Three Infantry divisions (36, 39, 54) I Corps 
led two independent armoured Brigades and 

40 Engineering Brigade equivalent, 36 division 
were deployed south east of Ravi Thapurpur 
Gurudaspur area (i) 39 Division - North of Ravi in 
Madhopur Bameyal and Dayal Chak area. (ii) 54 
Division - between Bein River at and Deghnadi. 
Major General WAG Punto, GOC 54 Division had 
under his three Infantry Brigades (47, 74 and 91) 
16 Independent Armoured Brigade. This division 
was strong in artillery.
Punto ordered 74 Brigade to take Chakra which 
was taken by Grenadiers and a squadron of 4 
horses. Now 91 Brigade commanded by Brigadier 
A V Ujjagar Singh to pass through and exploited 
further south and by 18 December at dominated 
Shakargarh Zafarwal road. 
The task of providing a �irm base was given to 91 
Brigade. Jhumbiyan Maha, were take by 1600 hrs 
on 14 December. Brigadier Bhardwaj had plan led 
out for 16 Madras to capture Saroj Chak. There 
after 4 Grenadiers was to follow up. Action begin 
in 2000 hrs. 16 Madras and 3 Grenadiers met stiff 
resistance. Enemy had to be driven from each 
position by hand to hand combat. At 800 hrs on 
16 December a major counter attack developed. 
Two regiments of Pakistans & Independent 
Armoured Brigade put in separated attack. 
Enemy’s fury and desperation can be judged 
from the fact that by 1600 hrs 46 of its Tanks 
had been destroyed Battle witnessed many acts 
of valours. Second leutinent Arun Khetrapal was 
exemplary. Indian position at Jorpal war helds by 
two troops from B Squadron from to his regiment. 
When it came under severe pressure from enemy 
armour. Khetrapal troop and another under 
brilliant Ahlawat were ordered from Saroj Chak, 
while two troops were advancing under Captain 
V. Malhotra. The second in common under alba 
from recoilless guns. To silence them Malhotra 
and Khetrapal made valiant charge and then 
captured crew at pistol point. Malhotra saw some 
tanks and he and Khetrapal gave chase and one 
Pakistani M47 Patton and an enemy squadron 
approached but three tanks under Malhotra 
shot 10 Pakistani tanks. Khetrapal accounted for 
four. After Ahlawat was hit and evacuated and 
Malhatras gun jammed leaving Khetrapal alone. 
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Khetrapal look hit but as Khetrapal saw enemy 
still pressing for attack. With his tank in �lames 
he destroyed a tank. 
Major Hoshiyar Singh had led in storming of 
Jarpal during enemy counter attack on 16 
December 1971 he went from trench to trench 
cheering his men. He was severely wounded 
despite that didn’t deter him which won for him 
Param Vir Chakra. 
On 36 Infantry Division sector a spring board for 
launching the division as on 5/6 December 18 
Brigade secured Enclave east of Ravi obtaining a 
good crossing over river. This helped Pakistan’s 
derived their attention. Nainkot most likely 
enemy position in Brigade path was vacated 
earlier on 12 December. 
11 Corps
There were two enclaves near Dera Baba Nanak 
- One Indian and one Pakistani more Brigade as 
Corp Reserve. Indian took Pakistan enclaves after 
later panicked by Indian Advance.
For operational purpose the border under 
Southern Command was divided into four 
sectors from North to South there were Bikaner, 
Jaisalmer, Barmer and Kutch. Jaisalmer was 
under 12 Infantry Division under major Gen. RBR 
Anand on 5th December at longewala from Indian 
company from 23 Punjab reported Pakistani 
armoured column. It fells to Major Kuldeep Singh 
Chandpur, to hold till reinforcements arrived 
which he did. Army commander now had two 
options whether to contain enemy at Longewala 
and go ahead with his offensive. Alternatively he 
could direct his assault force on Longewala. He 
did neither and ordered entire divisions to adopt 
defensive portions. 
Area south of CFC into Punjab plain part 
Shakerpur Bul war under Major General AG 
Punto GOC 54 Division had under him three 
Infantry Brigade (47, 74 and 91) 16 Independent 
Armoured Brigades. This division was strong in 
artillery.
Pinto ordered 74 Brigade to Chabra which was 
taken by 8 Grenadiers and a squadron of 4 Horse. 
Now 91 Brigades commanded to pass through 

and exploited further south and by 18 December 
at dominated Shakargarh Zaferwala road.

Importance of Subject
Various works have been made to study military 
genius and exhibition of military virtue but the 
subject demands detailed study. The paper gains 
importance as it helps us to do in depth study of 
the various decision and exhibition of military 
genus and highest military virtues.

Hypothesis
The Pakistani misadventure of 1965, 1971 
was a threat to National security and various 
decisive action on western border of India by 
army of�icers were exemplary. Warfare in the 
demands specialist outlook and study as also is 
of conducting of operations in it. 

Aim and Scope of Study
Various works have been forwarded to study the 
important decision 1965 and 1971 was a western 
border of India. The present work aims to study 
the show of military ginners and exhibition of 
rare military virtues. 

Methodology
Various works were studied as e-book matter 
and various books on 1965 and 1971 war with 
Pakistan. Author also studied various research 
works.

Conclusion
Military genius consists of the types physical or 
courage in presence of danger and moral courage. 
Intellect can be from inner light, resolution 
by an act of courage. Obstinacy is resistance 
against better judgment. The blows of must be 
for our own formation in Sindh, Rajasthan and 
Punjab Sector. Reserve has objective as renewal 
of the combat. Flank or rear attacks have more 
favourable effect. 
General will succeeds who knows how to handle 
superior / inferior force or to handle them. 11 
Corps of Indian Army was assigned area from 
Babadera Nanak to Sutlej initial task of 11 Corps 
enter to secure East bank of Icchogil which was 
achieved. 4 mountain launched on Khemkaran 
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- Kasur axis and Infantry division under Sibbal 
achieved success battalion of 15th Inf. Div. 
crossed Ichhogil canal another Battalion reached 
rail road bridge over canal near Bhasin. Of 54 
Brigade had two Jat units as Lt. Col. Desmond E 
Hayde achieved success. 7 Divisions plan was for 
to secure Bedian bridge. Guards Nurpur 4 Sikhs 
and go for the bridge on Ichhogil cleared pill 
boxes. 9 J and K Ri�les succeeded in taking near 
bund on Rohinalla. 
Pakistan only major offensive came with 
Pakistan 1st Armoured division and 11 Infantry 
divisions. Three pronged thirsty to reach the 
bridge over Sutlej at Haribe and Beas Bridge. 
Pakistanis remained inactive this gave 4 Division 
time to �lood the area. The Deccan harse candidly 
used cover of sugarcane crops. 18 Raj. Ri�les 
was determined to hold the ground Brigadier 
Theoraj enemy to killing grounds of Centurions 
on daybreak enemy fell in the trap. Lt. Col. Hyde 
brought fresh enthusiasm in troops. Major S.R. 
Tyagi received bullet wounds but he crawled on 
and led his men to company objectives. Hayde, 
East of GT Road Hayde called for medium machine 
and recoilless gun was a successful move injured 
at Phillore Tarapore led his regiment at Wazirwali 
Jasaran and Butus his tank was hit several times. 
Under his leadership 17 Horse look a heavy toll 
of enemy nearly 60 Pakistani. 
Aims were to draw out Pakistanis reserve 
formation to extent that it will be able to launch 
any more offensive. An advance to Shakargarh 
two pronged move by 15 Corps North to Chenab 
south to that river. A Feint towards Gurla Subba 
Singh. Battle witnessed many acts of valours of 
second leutinent Arun Khetrapal was exemplary. 
Major Hoshiyar Singh had led in storming 
of Jarpal during enemy counter attack. 5th 
December at Longewala from Indian company 
from 23 Punjab reported Pakistani armoured 
column. It fells to Major Kuldeep Singh Chandpur, 
to hold till reinforcements which he did.

Findings
Intellect can be from inner light which leads to 
truth. Intellect calls forth resolution. Chief of an 

army must make himself familiar with general 
geographical features and have sense of locality. 
War is its literal meaning �ighting. The blows of 
our formations must be in same direction. This 
is true for our own formation in Sindh, Rajasthan 
and Punjab Sector. Strategy acts are linked to the 
tactical in defence of certain obstacles as rivers 
/ hills etc. This can be employed as we can study 
this in relation to our defence in Ravi, Sutlej and 
Indira Gandhi Canal area. If Pakistan, preempts 
our own formation to cross Ravi / Sutlej / IGNP. 
In this situation strategic reserve comes to play. 
Initial task of 11 Corps enter to secure East bank 
of Icchogil canal and establish bridgehead on 
canal. Surprise was keystone a true genius of 
Dhillon’s plan which was achieved. 4 mountain 
launched on Khemkaran - Kasur axis took 
all objectives. Infantry division under Sibbal 
achieved success battalion of 15th Inf. Div. crossed 
Ichhogil canal. Another success was capture of 
Bridge near Ravi. Jat units achieved success 7 
Divisions plan was for Bedian bridge Division 
cleared border past. Guards took Nurpur. 4 Sikhs 
cleared pill. 4 Mountain division was the division 
was in �irst phase 62 Brigade to capture bridge 
on Rohil nalla. 9 J and K Ri�les succeeded �ive km 
north of Khemkaran Amritsar highway is located 
town of Asal Uttar. 
Against this backdrop on 8 September canal 
Pakistan only major offences to reach GT Road. 
The bridge over Sutlej at Harike and Beas 
Bridge. The Deccan harse candidly used cover 
of sugarcane crops. 8/9 September saw all-out 
assault and Pakistan armour attacked 4 Raj. Ri�les 
from three sides but Brigade held ground. Lt. Col. 
Hyde and Brigadier Niranjan. He brought fresh 
enthusiasm in troops. I Corps had 1 Armoured 
division 6 Mountain division and corps task 
was to cult plan was a genius. Battle by a 0600 
hrs. on 11 September Pakistan made small 
uncoordinated attack with armours. In brief 
account it is not possible to describe the money 
acts of gallantry that contributed to success at 
Phillora. Though injured at Phillore Tarapore led 
his regiment for this he was awarded Param Vir 
Chakra. 
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Lt. Gen. Chandeth corps had three division as 15, 
7 and one independent armoured division. To 
this end operation were planned an advance to 
Shakargarh bulge, two pronged move by 15 Corps 
with 10 Infantry divisions, a Feint towards Gurla 
Subba Singh. Punt ordered 74 Brigade to take 
Chakra which was taken task of providing a �irm 
bark was given to 91 Brigade were take by 1600 
hrs valours. Second leutinent Arun Khetrapal 
was exemplary. Took hit but as Khetrapal saw 
enemy still pressing for attack. With his tank in 
�lames he destroyed. 
Conclusion
Indian Army is largest all volunteer army in 
the world and opted for �irm selection and 
training procedures. Throughout history of 
Independent India Indian Of�icers have shown 
exemplary courage and military genius. There 
must be strong incentive for such acts in various 
forms and new units be raised. There must be 
promotions as incentive upto rank of Brigadier. 
There must be purchased tracked guns for cross 
country movement instead of existing towed 
artillery. 
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